
Rolling drop off 
SET-UP 

WAIT & PULL !
FORWARD!

DROP-OFF ZONE!
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Arrive at 7:55am!

INSTRUCTIONS 
& Pick up EQUIPMENT CART!

SAFETY VESTS on!

Put out the CONES!

Start OPENING DOORS! !

Cart is stored in the downstairs hallway, near Room 6. 

It works best if at least one volunteer arrives before 8am. 

It helps everyone know you’re on duty & ready to help. 
Plus, it keeps you safe.  

à  Encourage cars to pull forward (this prevents backups onto Ashby) 
à  Wait until cars stop before opening doors 
à  Open doors & say “Good Morning!” 

Ellis Street: place cones along the solid white line. The plastic “Safety Kid” can also be put out.  
King Street: if there are more than 2 volunteers for Ellis street, 1 or 2 should duplicate this setup on King Street. 
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Arrive at 7:55am 
It works best if at least one volunteer arrives 
before 8am. 
 
Pick Up Equipment Cart 
Cart is stored in the downstairs hallway, near 
Room 6. 
 
Put on Safety Vests 
It helps everyone know you’re on duty & 
ready to help. Plus, it keeps you safe. 
 
Put out the Cones 
Ellis Street: place cones along the solid white 
line. The plastic “Safety Kid” can also be put 
out.  
King Street: if there are more than 2 
volunteers for Ellis street, 1 or 2 should 
duplicate this setup on King Street. 
 
Start Opening Doors!  
à  Encourage cars to pull forward (this 

prevents backups onto Ashby) 
à  Wait until cars stop before opening doors 
à  Open doors & say “Good Morning!” 
!
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Updated 11/2013 by szander@gmail.com 

(for parent volunteers) 



Rolling drop off SAFETY reminders 

Kids stay back  
 & wait 

Pay attention  
 & face the cars 

Kids can help, but only if 
they are supervised and 
their parents are aware that 
they are helping.   

Until the car completely stops, kids should stay behind 
the line made by the first square of sidewalk blocks. (In 
other words, wait about 3 feet back of the curb). 
We don't want anyone's toes run over or heads whacked 
by a side mirror.  

Cars come fast and furious for just a few 
minutes. Watch the cars and save the 
chatting for afterwards.    

(for parent volunteers) 

3’

Kids + Parents 

3’
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